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You all know (or heard of) this amazing 
wonderfull natural show…

Crédit:	P.	Volke,	LPG



So tiny, so fragile. One sees the stars through.

Crédit:	P.	Volke,	LPG



Green red, yellow, purple, white …

Crédit:	club	d’astronomes	amateurs	de	Gretz-Armainvillier



A long time a deep mystery for mankind



Mid 19th century: localisation of the auroral oval



At the end of the 19th century, 
Thomson discovers the electrons, 
first called « cathode rays »

The great 
Norvegian 
scientist 
Kristian 
Birkeland 
(1876 – 1917)
was already 
working on 
these 
cathode rays



Birkeland then had this extraordinary idea, while about 
nothing was known about the space environment



Electron gun
(cathode)

Magnetized  sphere (+ anode)

Vacuum
(about 50 
Pascal)

His hat: he got 
really sick at 
the end of his 
life, due to the  
experiment

Evik, 
Birkeland’s 
PhD student



Crédit:	Dynamic	Explorer,	NASA

1895
Confirmed much 
later from space 
(here in 1985)

This is what he saw
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From the ground

Crédit:	G.	Gronoff,	NASA
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Crédit:	O.	Grünewald



Birkeland built 14 Terrellas, with 
increasing volumes and different 
magnetic / electric configurations

In his enthusiasm, he thought to have 
modeled the sun, the ring of Saturn…



What goes on?
The mechanisms are a 
little bit more 
complicated in the case 
of the Earth than in the 
Terrella. But still, several 
things are correctly 
reproduced.



Solar	wind
(the	Terrella	cannot	reproduce	the	magnetosphere	



Rotation	around	the	Earth	and	making	of	the	
radiation	belt	(5	to	7	Earth	radii	from	the	surface)



Collisions	and	making	of	the	auroral	ovals.



Excitation,	heating,	ionization,	dissociation	



Unfortunately,	Birkeland	did	not	
leave	many	notes	on	the	
parametrization	of	his	experiments.



In the 90’s, Ingenior Terje Brundtland 
(Tromso University) rebuilt one of the  
Birkeland’s Terrella from the original 
« Universe ». I had a chance to visit 
him.



Now in a museum in Oslo



Inspired	by	Birkeland	
and	by	Terje,	I	then	
built	several	Terrellas



The first one for  the  Olympics of Physics in 
1996 (with a physics professor near Lyon 
and his 16 years old pupils). We were 
ranked silver medal. I made 2 more in high 
schools.



This is the COST 724 - ICTP-
UNESCO – NSF. It was used for 
practical work



Actually,	it	is	not	so	different	from	these	
instruments	in	the	science	museum	in	

Coimbra!



Then		I	realized	that	one	
could	considerably	
improve	it:	The	
Planeterrella



Planeterrella	I	(2008)



Mobile	spheres,	different	gases,	
new	electric	plugs…

Planeterrella	II	(2011)



Camera,	preparing	
the	spheres	to	rotate
(next	month!)	and	
electromagnet,	glass	
or	plexi

Planeterrella	III



Credit:	C.	Simon,	G.	Gronoff,	F.	Toporenko,	P.	Jeanjacquot	

Some	wonders…	



























I	imagined	this	experiment	with	
different	constraints.	
Surprisingly,	security	was	not	
the	most	difficult.

Flexibility	was	the	main!!!



50	cents	coins

No	tool,	easy	to	mount	and	
unmount



Must	fit	in	my	Peugeot	206	
(a	small	car…)



Fundings:

- Main	cost	is	time	≈ 400	h	
conception;	≈ 250	h	technical	
work
- experimental	equipment	≈
12000	€ (but…)
- In	France,	possibility	to	take	
money	from	research	budget	
and	reporting	afterwhile.



Small	or	big?

- Closeness	to	the	public	turned	
out	to	be	important
- Feeling	of	being	a	giant
- Constrained	costs	and	difficulty	
to	build	a	large	vacuum	chamber
- Easy	to	move	à easy	to	show	
(scholars,	astronomical	festivals,	
elderly	houses…)



Automated	or	operated?

- Security	becomes	much	
stronger	if	automated
- Most	important	and	somehow	
surprising:	looks	very	new	and	
modern	to	the	visitors	used	to	
numerical	and	robotic	
demonstrations	rather	than	
physical	and	manually	operated	
experiments



Patent	or	Gentleman	
Aggreement?	

- Birkeland	did	not	patent	the	
Terrella…
- Public	science	is	expensive,	but	
the	outcome	of	public	science	
should	remain	free	for	the	
public	(who	funds	it	through	
taxes)



Already	existing	Planeterrellas:	
France,	Belgium,	UK,	Ireland,	
Finland,	Holland,	Switzerland,	
USA-UCLA,	Spain,	USA	(NASA,	
UCLA	Princeton	Univ.),	Norway,	
Danmark	… :	30	copies	

More	than	20	ongoing.	An	
aggreement	sent	on	Monday	
this	week	to	Canada



- Several 100 thouthand of
visitors
- Several	millions	on	public	TV	
channels	in	France,	Spain,	
Germany,	USA	(I	may	not	be	
aware	of	others)	



Awarded	once	in	France,	
once	in	Switzerland	(not	me	
by	the	way),	a	European	
prize



I	created	the	Planeterrella	to	
show	auroras	to	people.	I	turned	
out	to	have	many	unexpected	
other	uses…



Eva,	Vienne,	May	2012



Pedagogy:
- Internships	from	highschools
- University	theoretical	developments
- University	practical	work	(spectro,	plasma	
physics…)
- Physics	modeling



- Technological	student	projects	(Toulouse,	
Grenoble,	Danmark…)



Art:
Several	artists	visit	to	get	inpiration.	From	France,	Belgium,	
Italy:	painters,	sculptors,	novelists…

E.	Régent,	Nice



Played	in	Lyon,	Caen,	
Geneva,	Paris,	Grenoble	
…





Publics	are	enlarging:

- Outreach:	festivals,	planetaria,	
teatchers,	scholars…
- Artists
- Politicians	!
- Journalists,	photographs



And	science	of	
course!!!

-Uranus:	predicting	
auroral	ovals
- Exoplanets	:	2	
PhD	thesis



Discovery of the blue aurora at Mars



Blue (N2+) and green 
(O) at 140 km
- Red (O) at 160 km







Um	dia	uma	
Planeterrella	

em	
Coimbra?



Obrigado! Muito 
obrigado pelo 
seu convite e sua 
escuta!


